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ABSTRACT

Perf-and-plug is a completion technique commonly used in multistage fracturing.
Fracture performance modeling assumes that fluid and proppant distributes uniformly
among all perforations along the length of the wellbore in a plug and perf completion
Crespo et al. (2012) has conducted a limited proppant flow experiment using a 63 foot
stage, and three 0.42 inch, zero phased simulated perforations. His work demonstrates
proppant does not distribute evenly, but the work is limited to a single perforation scheme.
In this study, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) software has been used to
simulate proppant transport and distribution in a single stage of a plug-and-perf
completion with different perforation phasing. A CFD model is constructed matching the
experiments of Crespo et al. (2013) using a one-way coupling method. The validated,
base model is then extended by changing perforation phasing and cluster length to
investigate proppant distribution in perforation design recommendations presented by
Wutherich (2012). Limited-entry perforation pressure drops determined from CFD
modeling are compared to the analytical equation to further validate the work. Two-way
coupling method was conducted on optimum perforation models identified in the work.
The results of CFD modeling study indicated that proppant does not distribute
evenly among perforations within a single cluster. While 60o phasing may be preferred
for well productivity assuming even proppant distribution, CFD modeling demonstrates
uneven proppant distribution especially for 0º rotation. 60⁰ phasing with 90 degree
rotated and 150 degree rotated, and 90⁰ phasing with 135 degree rotated perforations
provided more even proppant distribution.
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NOMENCLATURE

Symbol

Description

Vt

Minimum Transport Velocity

F

Empirical Constant

D

Pipe Diameter

g

Gravity acceleration

s

Ratio of Particle and Fluid Densities

dp

Particle Diameter

𝜟P

Pressure Drop per Perforation

q

Volume Flow Rate

ρ

Fluid Density

Cd

Discharge coefficient

df

Perforation Diameter

n

Number of Perforations

Sm

Source Term representing the mass

̿

Stress Tensor

I

Unit tensor

μ

Molecular viscosity

v

Fluid Velocity

̅

Mean Velocity
Fluctuating Component Velocity

Vs

Settling Velocity of Particle

Rep

Particle Reynolds Number

CD

Drag Coefficient

ρc

Density of Continuous Phase

d

Particle and Flow Characteristics

FD

Drag Force

Fstaff

Saffman Force

Fmag

Magnus Force

Fvm,i

Virtual Mass Force

xii
FBasset, i

Basset Force

Vd

Volume of the displaced fluid

k

Boltzmann Constant

Cc

Stokes-Cunningham Slip Correction Factor

Gi

Randomly

δ

Characteristic Length

ԑ

Average Energy Dissipation per Unit Mass

𝜂k

Kolmogorov Microscale

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1. MULTISTAGE FRACTURING USING PLUG-AND-PUFF SYSTEMS
Commonly, the “plug-and-perf” system (Figure1.1) creates multiple hydraulic
fractures in a horizontal well completed with a cemented casing or liners. The system
combines two common fracturing techniques: limited entry and segmented fracturing
using bridge plugs. The process of “plug-and-perf” contains pumping down a bridge plug
on wireline with perforating guns to a given horizontal location near the toe of the well
and proceeding toward the heel. Each pumping stage is used for fracturing multiple
clusters of perforations designed based on the limited-entry technique. The number of
clusters is depended on the injection rate, with detailed relationship will be discussed
later. Then the plug is set in the desired location and the zone is perforated within the
horizontal well. The tools are removed from the well, and the fracture stimulation
treatment is pumped in based on design. The set plug or ball-activated plug then diverts
fracture fluids through the perforations into the formation. The stage is completed, then
the next plug and perforations are initiated, and the process is repeated moving back to
the heel of the well. After all the stages are completed, all the plugs are milled out, and
the well is cleaned and put on production.

Figure 1.1. Perf-and-plug system

The previously technique of perf-and-plug system is limited entry technique,
which is based on the fluid and proppant distribution within the different fractures by
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controlling the number of perforations in each cluster. Many unconventional, low
permeability oil and gas reservoirs are produced by drilling and completing long
horizontal wells, then creating multiple hydraulic fractures in the desired pay zone. In
order to reduce the cost of fracturing, the limited-entry technique is used to create
multiple fractures during each injection stage. In this process, several clusters of
perforations are fractured during each injection rate.

1.2. OBJECTIVES
Plug-and-perf has been proven an effective method for developing in
unconventional resources. But until now, the proppant distribution in wellbore has not
been challenged and lab tested. It presents the challenge of achieving even proppant
distribution to all perforation clusters during each stimulation stage. It is commonly
assumed that the plug-and-perf technique provides the planned fluid and proppant
distribution among the fractures that are simultaneously taking fluid during the pumping
a single stage. However, there are several factors have a significantly influence on the
proppant distribution, such as proppant and fluid gravity, fluid viscosity, and reservoir
properties. Thus, in order to have a better understanding on proppant transportation and
distribution in perforation clusters, a number of studies worked on the field experiments
and numerical simulations. The goal of these studies is to improve proppant distribution
more evenly among the perforation clusters in desired wellbore.
This thesis represented CFD modeling proppant transport in a plug-and-perf
system, and the modeling divided into two parts: (1) use CFD to study and validate
experimental test data of proppant distribution among three perforations in large scale
inside-casing equipment (Crespo et al. 2013); (2) use CFD to model the proppant
distribution in expended validation models by changing perforation phasing and cluster
length, and compare limited-entry perforation pressure drop from CFD modeling to the
analytical equation.
Validated for the large scale field investigation (Crespo et al. 2013) to understand
how the proppant distribute among the three perforation clusters. The model consists of a
length of 63 ft pipe connected three perforations with 0.42 in diameter with 0⁰ phasing
and each distance of cluster interval is equally 15 ft. In this case, the depth of perforation
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penetration is 8.5 in. Using CFD model two flow behavior of Newtonian flow and NonNewtonian flow, totally four cases: water with 20/40 Ottawa Sand at three injection rates,
which are 8 bbl/min, 12 bbl/min, 14 bbl/min, respectively; 15 cp linear gel with 20/40
Ottawa Sand at 8 bbl/min injection rate. For the modeling, flow rates were kept ranging
from 2.67 to 4.67 bbl/min perforation were maintained and inlet proppant concentration
was maintained at 1 lbm/gal. To ensure the injection flow rates must be higher than the
minimum transport velocity (Equation 2-1) in all cases. Thus, compare the proppant
concentration in each perforation with experimental results to validate the models.
Then, CFD modeling for six perforations per cluster (3 clusters) with different
perforation design (60⁰ phasing, 90⁰ phasing, 180⁰ phasing). Due to the proppant volume
fraction (based on the 0.025in diameter sand) was calculated to be on the order of 10-4
indicating that the particle injection has very little measurable effect on the flow. For this
reason the particle tracking scheme used within the perforation system utilized a “oneway phase coupling” as was previously discussed. To observe the proppants
concentration distributed among the 60⁰ phasing perforation clusters and rotated all
perforation around Z axis with 30 degree, 90 degree, 150 degree, and 180 degree. And
the same processes for 90⁰ phasing perforation cluster and 180⁰ phasing perforation
cluster. Then, using CFD analyses the pressure drop of each perforation, and compared
with theory equation results (Equation 2-2). In all these cases, injection flow rates keep 2
bbl/min in each perforation and inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal.
According to choose the optimal models from these CFD modeling cases, use “two-way
phase coupling” to simulate these optimal models to check the differences between these
two model methods.
Finally, from CFD simulate the proppant transportation among the perforation
with different phasing perforations, the mainly CFD simulation results investigate to the
proppant distribution in perforating suggestions for multi-stage fracturing technique
(Wutherich et al. 2012). The suggestions include: (1) to obtain an average drop across a
perforation ranging from 500 to 700 Psi in the limited entry perforation design [4]. (2)
perforation phasing and the recommended practices (some companies prefer 60 degree
phasing; 0⁰ phasing shooting the top of the wellbore may reduce the pressure [4]. (3)
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perforation clusters should be kept as small as possible with maximum shot density,
while keeping cluster length to less than 2 times the wellbore diameter [4].
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2. BACKGROUND AND LITERATRE REVIEW

2.1. PERFORATION STRATEGIES
Wutherich et al. (2012) focused on perforation strategies about how to perforate
to optimize for both efficiency of hydraulic fracturing and well production, and
summarized the perforation scheme characteristics. Alfred R. Jennings et al. (2008)
introduced the limited entry treatment included the perforation friction can be generated
due to a pre-determined rate/ perforation relationship and perforation phasing related to
limited entry treatment.
The number of perforation clusters. Due to the simulation treatment most likely
enters a small fraction of the perforation clusters, the majority of the lateral of
perforations failed to simulate treatment. To keep the balance of cost and simulate
efficiency is the key to solve this problem. When determine the number of perforation
clusters to place in desired stage, the goal is to achieve the equal distribution of the
simulation fluid in each perforation clusters. In the recently study (Miller et al. 2011), it
indicated that six perforation clusters per stage or more in an unacceptable number of
nonproducing perforations. The flow rate should keep the proppant suspend in the
wellbore, and it depends on the diameter of wellbore, fluid viscosity, proppant size and
density. The minimum flow rate should be required to prevent the proppant to settle
down before the last perforations, since the remaining rate gradually decreases while
fluid moves in wellbore and divides into perforations. To determine the minimum rate
required to transport particle of a particular size, one can use the WASP equation (Etchels
1994) can be seen in equation 2-1, and suggested that the minimum rate per perforation
cluster should be designed to exceed 3 times the critical velocity obtained in this equation
since the last cluster receives less than the average fluid rate:
[
where

(

) ] ( )

(2-1)

is the minimum transport velocity, ft/s, F is an empirical constant that varies

between 0.4 and 1.5, D is the pipe diameter, in, g is the gravity acceleration, s is the ratio
of particle and fluid densities, dp is the particle diameter, in.
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Entrance Hole (EH) Design. When decide the perforation charges for a limited
entry technique, the perforation diameter must be considered. If it is large, it is hard to
build up enough backpressure. However, if it is small, it is hard to place the proppant.
According to laboratory study (Fruesbeck and Colins, 1982), to indicate that the
perforation diameter should be 8~10 times than the average proppant diameter in order to
prevent bridging of proppant in the near wellbore. With this in mind, the perforations
should be designed to create a sufficient pressure drop. Because perforation friction
varies directly with the pumping rate, increasing the rate through one perforation also
increases the pressure drop in each perforation, thus diverting fluid to other perforations
that may not have as much velocity going through them. Typical levels of pressure drop
range from 500 to 1000 psi for each perforation (Ketter et al. 2006); (Stegent et al. 2010);
(McDaniel et al. 1999); and for a limited entry perforation design is used with an average
pressure drop across a perforation ranging from 500 to 700 Psi. Pressure drop Δp (psi) is
given by the following equation:
(2-2)
where q is flow rate for each perforation, bbl/min, ρ is fluid density, Cd is discharge
coefficient, 0.6 can be used for initial perforation, df is perforation diameter, in, n is the
number of perforations.
Depth of penetration. According to the laboratory study for large sandstone blocks
(pene), they indicate that penetration extension beyond 4 to 6 inches is not required since
the fractures initiate at the base of the perforation near the sandface. However, most
recent tests on shale blocks (Behrmann 2012), it found that significant wellbore breakouts
with an extent of approximately one wellbore diameter were created, thus a formation
penetration of 1~1.5 times the wellbore diameter is suggested.
Cluster length. To create a transverse fracture with minimal tortuosity
complications, it has recommended keeping perforation cluster length to less than four
times the wellbore diameter that a single transvers fracture can be created, which came
from laboratorial work (El Rabaa 1989). However, most recent tests on small scale block
(Behrmann 2012), who suggested that the cluster should be reduced to two wellbore
diameters in order to minimize the initiation of multiple competing fractures. But for field
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experience showed, four times or more the diameters will be work as well in order to
prevent wellbore or near-wellbore screenouts [16].
Perforation phasing. Each stage of a plug-and-perf process consists of creating
multiple fractures from several clusters of perforations. R. Jennings et al. (2008)
illustrated the limited entry fracturing is based on the premise that every perforation will
communicate with a hydraulic fracture and contribute fracturing fluid during the
treatment at the pre-determined rate. If any perforation does not contribute, then the
incremental rate per perforation of every other perforation is increased, resulting in
higher perforation friction. It has shown in field operations that the most feasible
perforation placement for limited entry is 180⁰ phasing perforations (Figure 2.1). With
180⁰ perforating, the fracturing fluid will be forced to exit on opposite sides of the pipe.
By design, each perforation in limited entry is desired to be involved in the treatment. If
all perforations are not involved in the treatment, then the allotted perforation pressure
drop becomes excessive because the flow rater per perforation increases leading to a
substantial increase in perforation pressure drop. In addition, if the perforation gun is not
centered in the wellbore which tends to lie on the bottom, a large hole diameter on
bottom and smaller on top could be occurred. So the orientation of the guns must be
considered. If all perforations are involved, and the perforation are shot with 60⁰, 90⁰ or
120⁰ phasing (Figure 2.2), multiple fracture planes may be created, leading to substantial
near wellbore friction and difficulty in placing the planned fracture treatment.

Figure 2.1. Fractures propagation of 180⁰ phasing perforation
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Figure 2.2. Fractures propagation of 60⁰, 90⁰ or 120⁰ phasing perforations

However, there are two things should be concerned: some perforation along the
casing side may be ineffective due to they meet the high stress areas, and one or two
longitudinal fractures parallel to the wellbore are created before the transverse fractures
are initiated. Notwithstanding, the standardization and proliferation of 60⁰ perforation
phasing in horizontal shale wells may be the best option in this case. However, if
excessive pressure is encountered during the fracturing, then 180⁰ phasing without
oriented should be considered.
Distance between clusters. There are a mount of different theories refer to the
optimal spacing between perforation clusters. For the case of Barnett shale, microseismic
studies have shown that an optimal spacing of 1.5 times the fracture height (Fischer
2004). For the case of Eagleford formation, one study has indicated that the optimal
spacing between perforation clusters to be between 35 ft and 40 ft. Model performed in
the Marcellus has shown that the optimal spacing at approximately 70 ft (Jacot et al.
2010). However, the key to optimizing the cluster spacing is to maximize the drainage of
the reservoir while balancing costs.

2.2. PROPPANT DISTRIBUTION IN THE WELLBORE
Ali Daneshy (2011) discussed the distribution of proppant about the reason why
proppants distributed unevenly in perforation clusters. According to a number of
simulations for proppant distribution in the wellbore, revealing that the process of
proppant distribution is heavily weighted toward the end clusters, with less proppant
move into the initial clusters. The initial perforations serve as the mechanism to cause
the fluid separating from the slurry with increasing proppant concentration in the rest of
wellbore, and also this mechanism leads to the screen out occur frequently. The
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fundamental assumption is that the proppant distribution in wellbore is same as the fluid
distribution, but this assumption has not been challenged or lab tested. However, there is
a reason to doubt it. Due to the proppant exists the higher density, moves with greater
momentum, thus it is hard time to proppant turn the corners and enter into perforations.
On the contrary, the fluid can easily change direction and enter the perforations since the
fluid molecules are very light. In addition, many fracturing fluids are also viscoelastic
and generate forces normal to flow direction, which force the proppant concentrate in the
center of the slurry stream and reduce the chance of movement toward perforations as
Figure 2.3.

Figure 2.3. The proppant is forced in the center of slurry stream by viscoelasticity

A series of numerical simulations worked on relative distribution of fracturing
fluid and proppant while flowing through the perforations. The results showed that the
proppant distribution is highly distorted within the perforations, with most proppant
entering the last perforation cluster, although the differences for individual cases. With
getting lower density proppant, the distribution of proppant is performed better. Thus,
the proppant density and fluid injection rater are the importance factor for proppant
distribution. Additionally, Drop balls to equalize the proppant distribution. Some cases
dropped bio-degradable balls into wellbore, which seal the perforation to take higher flow
rates. However, in fact, it has opposite effect, since the density of balls is close to the
water, and these balls are likely to move with fluid into early perforations that proppant
flow into the early clusters is reduced.

2.3. FIELD EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATION
A large scale inside-casing investigation study the proppant distribution among
the three separated perforations along a horizontal interval, the experimental schematics
can be seen in Figure.
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Figure 2.4. The experimental schematics for proppant distribution among three
perforations (Crespo et al. 2013)

The effect of various fluid specific gravities, fluid viscosities, proppant specific
gravities, proppant sizes, and slurry flow rates were considered and investigated, with
keeping outside casing parameters constant. According to this large scale experiment,
which provide a better understanding of fluid and proppant distribution in perforation and
perforated interval. In the process of the investigation, pumping sand laden fluid across a
perforated interval as you can see in the Figure 2.4, which system replicate a horizontal
wellbore section fractured using the plug-and-perf technique, and keeping rock stresses
and outside-casing parameters constant. The large scale setup consisted of a 550 bbl tank
for mixing fracturing fluid, three 400 HHP pumps, 4 in horizontally tubing used as
primary flow conduit with three 3-in diameter accepting tubing, and three 0.42 in
tappings connect the primary flow tubing conduit to the three 3 in outlet pipes. In this
large scale setup, the distance between the perforations is 15 ft, and no phasing was used
as in Figure 2.4.
Proppant distribution was based on density and flow rate measurements. The
density of the slurry can be calculated by following equation:
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(2-3)

where proppant concentration is equivalent to the weight of sand.
For this case, the experiments tested three flow rates of 8 bbl/min, 12 bbl/min and
14 bbl/min in the large scale system to keep individual flow rates ranging from 2.67 to
4.67 bbl/min in each perforation. And a number of properties of fluid rheology and
proppant were tested, which showed in Table 2.1, 2.2.

Table 2.1. The rheological properties of fluid tested (Crespo et al. 2013)

Table 2.2. The properties of proppant tested (Crespo et al. 2013)

Results from the large scale experiment showed in the Figure 2.5. It shown that
proppant distribution was mostly uniform using linear gel at 8 bbl/min. Water flow at 8
bbl/min for 20/40 mesh sand showed highly uneven distribution, the reason was referred
in the paper that the tubing had not cleaning after previous tests. For all cases with linear
gel and 12 bbl/min and 14 bbl/min for water 20/40 mesh sand were performed equal
distributions of proppant. In addition, for cases of lower density proppant (16/30 mesh
sand), fluid viscosity showed an important contribution to proppant distribution when a
minimum flow of 8 bbl/min was maintained can be seen in Figure 2.5 (d).
Approximately 50% of the proppant was taken by the last perforation, which can be
explained by the forces acting on proppant to concentrate in the center of the slurry
stream and hardly turn into the perforation.
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Figure 2.5. Experimental results of proppant distribution among three
perforations (Crespo et al. 2013)

In the process of the experiment, the erosion also occurred in the perforation
tunnels, flow lines and couplings due to the higher flow rates and pumping times.

2.4. PRICIPLES OF COMPUTATIONAL FLUID DYNAMICS (CFD)

2.4.1. General Information and Equation. For this research, the CFD program
FLUENT by ANSYS, Inc. was used to create simulations of turbulent transportation of
proppant in the different perforation patterns and particle dispersion. Like most CFD
programs, FLUENT started by solving the Navier-Stokes equations, which represent
conservation of mass and momentum:
( ⃗)
( ⃗)

( ⃗ ⃗)

(2-4)
( ̿)

⃗

⃗

(2-5)

where Sm is a source term representing the mass added to a system though dispersion of a
second phase within the flow, ̿ is a stress tensor,

⃗ is a body force term added through
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interaction with a second phase or terms required for functionality of different models.
The stress tensor can be solved for using the equation below:
̿
Where I is the unit tensor and

⃗ )

[( ⃗

⃗ ]

(2-6)

is the molecular viscosity.

With these equations, FLUENT can create a model that can predict the flow
characteristics of temperature independent laminar flows. When flows become more
complicated either through the addition of thermal fluctuations or turbulence, additional
equations must be added. For this research, the ambient temperature was regulated to
prevent significant fluctuations in the fluid temperature, thus energy function was not
integrated into the solver. However, due to the application of a turbulent movement of
proppant distribution in perforations system, the use of a turbulence model was required.
2.4.2. CFD Turbulence Modeling. Due to the chaotic nature of turbulence, it is
computationally expensive to calculate an exact solution to the momentum equations. In
cases with simple geometry or flow characteristic, this process can be used and is called
“Direct Numerical Simulation” (DNS). For these cases in which the geometry is
complicated or computational efficiency is required, a different approach is used. A
common method is to use an average form of the equations presented above (2-6). In this
respect, the range of scales to be calculated is reduced to the larger scales and the system
is significantly less computationally intensive. The first step in this process is to
decompose the variables solved in the Navier-Stokes equations into either a time or
ensemble averaged component and fluctuating components. A common example is the
decomposition of the velocity vector can be seen in the following equation:
̅
where ̅ is the mean velocity and

(2-7)

is the fluctuating component. This process can be

applied to other scalar quantities such as pressure in the same way. If this equation
substitute ⃗ into the continuity and momentum equations and an average is taken, it will
achieve the following ensemble averaged mass (2-5) and momentum (2-6) equations
shown as Cartesian tensors:
(

)

(2-8)
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(

)

[ (

)]

(

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗) (2-9)

With the substitution of the averaged velocity variables, the equations now
become less intensive to solve compared to a DNS solution. In this equation, however, a
new term arises,

⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗⃗, representing the Reynolds stresses. In order to solve for this

term, additional equations must be solved. Most CFD platforms give users a variety of
models to solve for this added variable depending on the geometry, accuracy, and
computational power available [6].
While there are many different models available for calculating turbulent
solutions, these simulations in this study used the k-ԑ (turbulent kinetic energy and
dissipation, respectively) model. There are three k-ԑ models available in FLUENT, which
differ in calculation of turbulent viscosity, Prandtl numbers related to the diffusion of k
and ԑ, and dissipation equation’s generation and destruction. The first model is the
Standard k-ԑ model, and is the oldest and simplest of the three. With robustness,
economy, and reasonable accuracy for a wide range of turbulence flow to explain
popularity in industrial flow and heat transfer simulation, and it was used in this research.
As a result of its age, alterations to this model have been made to improve its accuracy
under certain circumstances. One of the improved models is the RNG k-ԑ model, which is
created using “renormalized group theory”, and uses different constants than the standard
k-ԑ model as well as additional terms in the k and ԑ transport equations. This model can
be used to a wider variety of flow conditions. The final model is the newer “realizable k-ԑ
model” which is capable of meeting additional mathematical constraints of the Reynolds
stresses equations. This model uses a different dissipation rate transport equation based
on the “mean-square vorticity fluctuation”. This new equation allows the realizable
model to consistently better than both the standard and RNG models when computing
cases with round jets.
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2.4.3. Particle Modeling Tracking: Eulerian Vs. Lagrangian Tracking. In
multiphase particle CFD modeling, there are two commonly used approaches: the
Eulerian model and the Lagrangian model. The models differ by their treatment of the
second particle phase. The Eulerian model treats the particle phase as a second continuum
phase calculated from mass conservation principles [7]. In this case, the solution is
typically interpreted in terms of a concentration field, since individual particles cannot be
tracked in this method. The Lagrangian model differs from the Eulerian model in that it
treats the second phase as a discrete collection of individual particles. The trajectory of
each particle is calculated based on Newton’s Second Law where the momentum
transmitted comes from the interaction with the continuous phase as well as particle body
forces. The primary forces considered are drag forces, pressure gradient forces, Basset
forces, virtual (added masses) forces, Brownian forces, gravitational forces and buoyancy
forces [7].
Each model has specific advantages and disadvantages, which are depending on
the requirements of the simulation. In cases of a concentration field, the Eulerian model is
preferred since its method of calculation innately generates a concentration profile. By
contrast, a case study in which concentration is not the primary concern , but rather
particle history is desired, the Lagrangian model is preferred; although a concentration
can be generated Eulerian model requires significantly less computational power since it
solves for a single continuum, while Lagrangian model must solve for multiple
independent particle trajectories. This leads to another issue with Lagrangian tracking; a
large number of particles must be tested in order to generate a statistically reliable
solution. Given these characteristics, there are specific scenarios in which each model is
preferred. In many simulation cases of particle dispersion with large heavy particles
(

), Lagrangian models are used since the particle behavior is

significantly different from that of the continuum phase due to the effects of gravity and
buoyancy. When smaller particles (below the Kolmogorov micro scale) are simulated, the
Eulerian model is often used because of the particles behave more like flow tracers and
obtain motion similar to a second continuum phase. In addition, studies comparing the
two models when particle injections occur during flow field development conclude that
the Lagrangian model tends to produce more reliable results due to its ability to predict
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more of the flow and particle physics [8]. Since this research focuses on both heavy
particles and tracking where the parcel of history is of high importance, the Lagrangian
method will be used.

2.5. PRICIPLES OF PARTICLE DISPERSION
Particle dispersion can be separated into three unique operations: mixing,
spreading, and bulk transport. Mixing is the process of generating a homogenous mixture,
typically of two or more particle streams. Spreading occurs when particles move into
regions unoccupied by particles where particle concentration will decrease as spreading
occurs. The final method is the bulk transport, which particles transport from one region
to another. While each of these types of particle dispersion can occur separately, in this
case of particle transportation, all three occur simultaneously.
By calculated particle dispersion using the Lagrangian model, many different
forces must be considered simultaneously in order to produce the resultant trajectory
vector for a specific time step. The motion of a particle in a dilute multiphase flow is
driven by the lift and drag forces imparted to the particle from the continuous phase. As
the statement previously, these forces can be broken down into drag, pressure gradient,
Virtual Mass/Basset force, Brownian, and body forces, which comprise a list of some of
the importance forces acting on the a particle. While these forces may cumulatively have
a high impact on particle trajectory, the extent to which each force controls the motion of
the particle is dependent on many factors including particle size and density.
2.5.1. Particle Reynolds Number and Regime Definition. When discussing the
particle dispersion, the first step is to define the process of determine the dominant forces
acting on a particle. Particles are classified as being within the Stokes regime (dominated
by viscous forces), Newtonian regime (dominated by inertial forces), or Transitional
regime (a combination of two regime). This classification is typically depending on the
particle Reynolds number can be seen the equation (2-10):
(2-10)
where Vs the characteristic settling velocity of a particle, which is defined by equation (211) for smaller particles falling in the Stokes region:
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(

For larger particle (

)

(2-11)

), classified in either the Newtonian or Transitional

regions, the settling velocity can be seen in equation (2-12):
(

)

(2-12)

Determine which regime a particle is classified in which method determine for the
drag coefficient must be considered [9].

2.5.2. Drag Forces. One of the simplest forces involved in multiphase flows is
the drag forces. The standard form for determining the drag force is;
(2-13)
where

is the drag coefficient,

is the density of the continuous phase, d is the particle

and flow characteristics. It keeps approximately constant (
(

) for large particles

), as the inertial effects of the particle are dominate in this range. This

region is often referred to as the “Newtonian Region”. On the other side, very small
particles (

), the assumption is made that inertial effects of the particle are

negligible compared to the magnitude of viscous forces. In this case, the coefficient takes
on the form:
(2-14)
For particles where

, the drag coefficient comes from

experimentation can be seen in equation (2-15) [9]:
(

)

(2-15)

2.5.3. Lift Forces. To determine the lift forces of a particle within a continuum,
there are two typically lift forces performed: the Saffman Lift Force and the Magnus Lift
Force. In the case of the Saffman force, a shear lift force is generated by different
pressure acting on a particle since a velocity gradient. The magnitude of this force was
determined by:
|

|√

(2-16)
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is the carrier fluid dynamic viscosity, d is the particle diameter, |

where

fluid differential velocity, and

| is the

is the shear Reynolds number defined as:
(2-17)

This force is negligible unless the particle Reynolds number is less than 1[9].
The second lift force is Magnus Lift Force caused by rotation of a particle moving
through a carrier fluid. The magnitude of the Magnus force can be defined by following
equation:
(

)

(2-18)

Unlike the Saffman Lift Force, the Magnus Force is typically applied for larger
particles ranging from the millimeter scale to objects such as baseballs and golf balls
[10]. The scale of particle sizes will determine which of the two lift forces is of greater
importance.
2.5.4. Virtual Mass and Basset Forces. In addition to the standard lift and drag
forces, a category of forces arises from the relative acceleration of a particle within a
fluid; these forces are the Virtual Mass and Basset forces. The Virtual Mass force arises
from the particle acceleration in the surrounding fluid. This force is in charge of the mass
of fluid displaced. The magnitude of force can be determined:
(
where

)

(2-19)

is the volume of the displaced fluid.
Similar to the Virtual Mass force as a result of accelerating particle in fluid, the

Basset force represents additional forces that arise from viscous effects. This force is
relative the lag time in the development of the boundary layer during the changing of
particles’ velocity. The Basset force can be calculated in the following equation:
√

∫

(

)

√

(2-20)

It is referred the time interval as the “history term”, which means the force acting
on the particle throughout any transience in its acceleration. For the density ratio
of

, the effect of Basset and Virtual Mass forces become insignificantly [11].
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2.5.5. Brownian Forces. Brownian force arises from small particles interact with
another medium on the atom level. A particle suspended in a fluid will be controlled by
the random bombardment by the atoms and molecules of fluid, and then they impart
some of their kinetic energy to the particle, which in turn causes some motion. This
process is referred to as a continuous-state-space first order Markov process, which
means that in a discrete domain, current properties of particle are solely dependent on the
state in the most recent discrete time step. In the case of position, x(t), it is dependent
only on x(t-𝜟t), where 𝜟t is some chosen discrete time step [12].
Since this process is not strictly a continuum interaction of particle to phase, it is typically
modeled as a statistical process. In the case of Brownian, FLUENT utilizes a Gaussian
white noise random process with a coefficient of spectral intensity is calculated by
following equation:;
(2-21)
where S is the ratio of particle density to fluid density, k is the Boltzmann constant
(

), and

is the Stokes-Cunningham Slip Correction factor which

compares the scale of particle to the atomic mean free path of the fluid. This coefficient
can be used to determine the Brownian Force:
√
where

(2-22)

is a randomly distributed variable with a mean of zero and a variance of unity.

The effects of Brownian motion are of the most significance when the Knudsen number
is of order unity, meaning the particle is a size similar to the scale of the mean free path
of the fluid [15].
2.5.6. Body Forces. To determine the entrainment characteristics of individual
particles are based on solving the balance of these forces. In this process, the lift forces
and buoyancy forces must be greater than the gravity and adhesion (in the case of
entrainment from a static surface position). An experimental study with a pneumatic
transport system indicated that the two dominant forces on a particle are gravity and lift,
both increasing significantly with increases in particle size [13]. The relationship between
particle size and the nature of the forces is often broken down into three regions: 1) Large
particles where inter-particle forces (i.e. cohesion) are negligible; 2) Small particles
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where inter-particle forces are strong enough to cause entrainment of agglomerates; 3)
Smaller particles where inter-particle forces are significant but are not the dominant force
can cause individual particles to entrainment even in the presence of agglomerates [14].

2.6. PARTICLE CHARACERISTIC AND FLOW INTERACTION

2.6.1. Stokes Number and the Kolmogorov Microscale. There are many
characteristics that contribute to discuss the particle geometry and the relationship of the
particle to flow. One of the most commonly used particle characteristics is the Stokes
Number (St), which quantifies the ratio of relaxation time of a particle to the
characteristics timescale of a structures flow. The Stokes number can be calculated in the
following equation:
(2-23)
where

is the characteristic length of the structure of interest, this value can change with

location, but it is often taken as the nozzle diameter as an initial estimate. The Stokes
number can be used to categorize different behavior of particle within flows.
In addition to the Stokes number, a useful parameter of flow in determining
particle dispersion is the Kolmogorov microscale. The Kolmogorov scale is used to
determine the scale at which turbulent energy dissipation occurs, and is especially
important for cases which have high Reynolds numbers. The Kolmogorov microscale is
defined:
𝜂

( )

(2-24)

where is the average energy dissipation per unit mass. The 𝜂 can be estimated by
Reynolds number of the flow:
(2-25)
where

is the turbulence Reynolds number and l is the scale at which energy

containing eddies form. This scale can be compared to the particle size.
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2.6.2. Poly-disperse Vs. Mono-disperse Particle Characteristics. To measure
the particle dispersion of large numbers of particles, the distribution of particle shape and
size have significant effect on the distribution of particles in turbulent structures. The
dispersion coefficient of a particle set is determined by the ratio of the standard deviation
to the mean and follows the form

for mono-disperse particle groups [7]. This

factor is important for “heavy” particles which can introduce the “poly-disperse
sedimentation effect”. Due to the differential in size, larger particles will tend to fall at a
higher rate causing an increase in the dispersion in the vertical direction. In this case, the
correction factors are introduced to use, but in experimentation and simulation cases it is
often advised to use the mono-dispersed particle characteristics.
2.6.3. Phase Coupling. To determine the particle entrainment characteristics, the
level of interaction between the particle phase and the fluid phase must be determined.
This interaction is typically broken into a series of “coupling” scenarios: 1) One-way
coupling; 2) Two-way coupling; 3) Four-way coupling. The first scenario occurs during
very low particle loading cases, in which the effect of dispersion is controlled by
turbulent effects while the transfer of momentum from the particle to the flow is not
significant due to the low concentration. The second scenario occurs when the particle
loading is sufficiently high that there is enough momentum transfer between the particles
and turbulent phase in addition to the standard interaction between the fluid and particles.
In the final scenario, it includes both the fluid’s effect on the particles and the particle’s
effect on the fluid, but also introduces the effect of particle collisions. This phase is
typically used in only very dense flows where a granular effect becomes significant.
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3. SIMULATION PARAMETERS

3.1. PERFORATION MODEL FOR VALIDATION
The perforation modeling was separated in two different parts, one of which is for
validation study of research paper (Crespo et al. 2013), and another one is for proppant
distribution among the different perforations patterns study.
3.1.1. Model Geometry for Research Validation. This section details the
geometry and simulation details of the field experimental study of proppant distribution
among three perforations in research paper (Crespo et al. 2013). The model consists of a
length of 63ft pipe connected three perforations with 0.42 in diameter with 0⁰ phasing
and each distance of cluster interval is equally 15 ft. In this case, the depth of perforation
penetration is 8.5 in, which based on a formation penetration of 1-1.5 times the wellbore
diameter (Behrmann 2012).
The model geometry was created using FLUENT simply extrusions and
revolutions based on the measurements taken from the field experimental system and can
be seen in greater detail in Figure 3.1. To set up one of the pipe ends as inlet and each
perforation end as outlet.

Outlet

Figure 3.1. FLUENT modeled three perforation geometry
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3.1.2. Model Meshing. The geometry is meshed to use the FLUENT body sizing
of 0.006m and program controlled inflation function. The fine mesh contains 1,997,175
nodes and can be seen below in Figure 3.2. The final max skewness showed 0.83.

Figure 3.2. Model meshing

3.1.2.1 Simulation parameters for modeling. For the cases in which validate for
the research paper, the fluid used was water of 1.0 g/cm3 and the proppant had a density
of 2.65 g/cm3, the injection rates are 8 bbl/min, 10 bbl/min and12 bbl/min. In addition,
the viscosities are compared between 1 cp (water) and 15 cp (linear gel with gel loading
of 18.0 lbm/gal), and keep the inlet proppant concentration at 1 lbm/gal.
3.1.3. Particle Tracking for Model Validation. In order to better understand the
effect of the three perforations model has on particle distribution, the particle injection is
created to use the Discrete Phase Model (DPM) Lagrangian tracking scheme at the
surface labeled “Inlet” and “Outlet” in the Figure 3.1. For the particle diameter and
density of 20/40 Ottawa proppant is 0.025 in diameter and 2650 kg/m3, and used
stochastic tracking technique and standard k-ԑ in turbulent dispersion model. The particle
distribution is modeled to validate the proppant distribution of field experimental results,
which detailed in chapter 4.
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3.2. THREE CLUSTERS AND EACH WITH SIX PERFORATIONS MODEL
To compare the proppant distribution in different perforation patterns by changed
the perforation patterns, the number of perforations in each cluster and the injection flow
rates. The models includes six perforations in each cluster, and three types of phasing
(60°,90°,180°) are compared. Due to the gravity effects on the distribution and the higher
momentum and mass of proppants, in this case, the proppant is harder to change direction
and enter the perforations than fluid, unless reduce the flow rate. Besides, many
fracturing fluid are viscoelastic and generate forces to flow direction, which force the
proppant flow in the center of the slurry stream. So more proppant distribute in the later
and bottom of perforations. Based on these influences, compared the results by rotate all
the perforations different degrees about Z at a given perforation phasing.
3.2.1. 60⁰ Phasing Geometry.
3.2.1.1 60⁰ phasing without degree rotation about z axis. To keep the first
perforation perpendicular to the x-z plane, and make 60⁰ phasing among the six
perforations with 0.42 in diameter in each cluster, the Figure 3.3 can be seen below. For
this model, the each cluster length is 16 in which approximate 1 ft, each distance of
cluster interval is equally 15 ft, and the pipe length is still 755 in. To set up one of the
pipe ends as inlet and each perforation end as outlet.

Figure 3.3. 60⁰ phasing without degree rotation
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3.2.1.2 60⁰ phasing with 30 degree rotation about z axis. To rotate all
perforations (Figure 3.3) 30 degree about z axis and keep 60⁰ phasing among the six
perforations in each cluster, the changed geometry can be seen in Figure 3.4. In addition,
the length of cluster, cluster interval, perforation diameter and pipe length all are same as
geometry above. Identically, set up one of the pipe ends, as inlet and each perforation end
as outlet.

Figure 3.4. 60⁰ phasing with 30 degree rotation

3.2.1.3 60⁰ phasing with 90 degree rotation about z axis. To rotate all
perforations (Figure 3.3) 90 degree about z axis and keep 60⁰ phasing among the six
perforations in each cluster, the changed geometry can be seen in Figure 3.5. In addition,
the length of cluster, cluster interval, perforation diameter and pipe length all are same as
geometry above. Identically, set up one of the pipe ends, as inlet and each perforation end
as outlet.
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Figure 3.5. 60⁰ phasing with 90 degree rotation

3.2.1.4 60⁰ phasing with 150 degree rotation about z axis. To rotate all
perforations (Figure 3.3) 150 degree about z axis and keep 60⁰ phasing among the six
perforations in each cluster, the changed geometry can be seen in Figure 3.6. In addition,
the length of cluster, cluster interval, perforation diameter and pipe length all are same as
geometry above. Identically, set up one of the pipe ends, as inlet and each perforation end
as outlet.

Figure 3.6. 60⁰ phasing with 90 degree rotation
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3.2.1.5 60⁰ phasing with 180 degree rotation about z axis. To rotate all
perforations (Figure 3.3) 180 degree about z axis and keep 60⁰ phasing among the six
perforations in each cluster, the changed geometry can be seen in Figure 3.7. In addition,
the length of cluster, cluster interval, perforation diameter and pipe length all are same as
geometry above. Identically, set up one of the pipe ends, as inlet and each perforation end
as outlet.

Figure 3.7. 60⁰ phasing with 180 degree rotation

3.2.2. 90⁰ Phasing.
3.2.2.1 90⁰ phasing without rotation about z axis. To keep the first perforation
perpendicular to the x-z plane, and make 90⁰ phasing among the six perforations with
0.42 in diameter in each cluster, the Figure 3.8 can be seen below. For this model, the
each cluster length is 16 in which approximate 1 ft, each distance of cluster interval is
equally 15 ft, and the pipe length is still 755 in. To set up one of the pipe ends as inlet and
each perforation end as outlet.
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Figure 3.8. 90⁰ phasing without degree rotation

3.2.2.2 90⁰ phasing with 45 degree rotation about z axis. To rotate all
perforations (Figure 3.8) 45 degree about z axis and keep 90⁰ phasing among the six
perforations in each cluster, the changed geometry can be seen in Figure 3.9. In addition,
the length of cluster, cluster interval, perforation diameter and pipe length all are same as
geometry above. Identically, set up one of the pipe ends, as inlet and each perforation end
as outlet.

Figure 3.9. 90⁰ phasing with 45 degree rotation
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3.2.2.3 90⁰ phasing with 135 degree rotation about z axis. To rotate all
perforations (Figure 3.8) 135 degree about z axis and keep 90⁰ phasing among the six
perforations in each cluster, the changed geometry can be seen in Figure 3.10. In
addition, the length of cluster, cluster interval, perforation diameter and pipe length all
are same as geometry above. Identically, set up one of the pipe ends, as inlet and each
perforation end as outlet.

Figure 3.10. 90⁰ phasing with 135 degree rotation

3.2.3. 180⁰ Phasing.
3.2.3.1 180⁰ phasing without rotation about z axis. To keep the first perforation
perpendicular to the x-z plane, and make 180⁰ phasing among the six perforations with
0.42 in diameter in each cluster, the Figure 3.11 can be seen below. For this model, the
each cluster length is 16 in which approximate 1 ft, each distance of cluster interval is
equally 15 ft, and the pipe length is still 755 in. To set up one of the pipe ends as inlet and
each perforation end as outlet.
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Figure 3.11. 180⁰ phasing without degree rotation

3.2.3.2 180⁰ phasing with 45 degree rotation about z axis. To rotate all
perforations (Figure 3.11) 45 degree about z axis and keep 180⁰ phasing among the six
perforations in each cluster, the changed geometry can be seen in Figure 3.12. In
addition, the length of cluster, cluster interval, perforation diameter and pipe length all
are same as geometry above. Identically, set up one of the pipe ends, as inlet and each
perforation end as outlet.

Figure 3.12. 180⁰ phasing with 45 degree rotation
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3.2.3.3 180⁰ phasing with 90 degree about z axis. To rotate all perforations
(Figure 3.11) 90 degree about z axis and keep 180⁰ phasing among the six perforations in
each cluster, the changed geometry can be seen in Figure 3.13. In addition, the length of
cluster, cluster interval, perforation diameter and pipe length all are same as geometry
above. Identically, set up one of the pipe ends, as inlet and each perforation end as outlet.

Figure 3.13. 180⁰ phasing with 180 degree rotation

3.3. CHANGE CLUSTER LENGTH
The comparison of geometry of different cluster length of 60⁰ phasing with 90
degree rotated perforation can be seen in the following Figure 3.14. The Figure 3.14 (a)
shows that 2 times wellbore diameter cluster length equal to 8 in; (b) shows that 4 times
wellbore diameter cluster length equal to 16 in; (c) shows that 8 times wellbore diameter
cluster length equal to 32in; (d) shows that 16 times wellbore diameter cluster length
equal to 64 in.
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(a) 2 times

(b) 4times

(c) 8 times

(d) 16 times

Figure 3.14. Geometry of different cluster length of 60⁰ phasing with 90 degree
rotated perforation
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4. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

4.1. ANALYSIS FOR MODEL VALIDATION
To get the validation of particle distribution of research paper (Crespo et al. 2013),
using CFD evaluate these numerical simulation results and validate them. In this
validation process, three perforations are assigned, and each with 0.42 in. diameter. To
validate particle transportation and distribution in the both of flow behavior: Newtonian
flow and Non-Newtonian flow. For the base case, the density of particle is 2.65 g/cm3,
and the base injection rates of 8 bbl/min, 10 bbl/min, and 12 bbl/min are compared,
respectively. For this case of proppant distribution among three perforations, the pressure
drop of each perforation was solved starting with the assumption of discharge coefficient
CD = 0.6, which used for the initial perforations assumption.
The model is used a steady state Standard k-ԑ turbulence model and standard wall
functions treatment in order to solve for the flow field characteristics. The residual values
of all variables solved are monitored during the iteration process with convergence
criteria for continuity and a momentum equation was used to solve flow and turbulence
with the mass balance error set to less than 1.0E-3. A Particle Reynolds number above
2300 was devised. Given the Particle Reynolds numbers calculated, the magnitude of
forces such as the Brownian force can be related with buoyancy, drag, and gravitational
forces.
For this model of particle tracking, the volume fraction (based on the 0.025in
diameter sand) was calculated to be on the order of 10-4 indicating that the particle
injection has very little measurable effect on the flow. For this reason the particle
tracking scheme used within the perforation system utilized a “one-way phase coupling”
as was previously discussed. In addition, since the Lagrangian tracking scheme was used,
a large number of runs were required. Since the turbulent fluctuations in the flow for
particles dispersion, a stochastic tracking function was used. In this process, particles are
staggered spatially in order to achieve a higher utilization of the surface and allowing for
a higher number of particles to be tracked without significantly increasing the
computational requirement.
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The particle interaction with the walls of model was controlled using the “reflect”
boundary condition on all exterior faces of the mesh except those defined in Figure 3-1.
In this process, any particles collision with the walls will alter the trajectory of any
particle according to its coefficient of restitution. In addition, the particle interaction with
terminates of inlet and outlet at flow boundary was controlled using the “escape”
boundary condition.
The validation includes two parts: Newtonian flow and Non-Newtonian flow.
Newtonian flow has linear relationship between shear rate and shear stress. On the
contrary, Non-Newtonian fluids do not exhibit a linear relationship between shear rate
and shear stress, except in very specialized circumstances. Non-Newtonian flow can
divide into three basic types: Power law fluid, Bingham plastic fluid and HershelBuckley fluid. For Bingham plastics fluid, the fluid requires an initial shear stress to be
induced before the fluid can move. For Power law fluids, the apparent viscosity changes
with shear rate (the viscosity which the fluid appears to have, at a specific shear rate).
Herschel-Buckley fluids are basically a combination of Bingham plastic and power law
fluid.

4.1.1. Validation for Newtonian Flow. The proppant distribution was tracked
among the three perforations, the particle entered into the flow from the injection surface
as “inlet”, and existed at three perforation outlets as “outlet”. For this case, the fluid
density of 1 kg/m3 and the proppant of 20/40 Ottawa sand density of 2.65 kg/m3 were
used. There are three different velocities (8 bbl/min, 12 bbl/min, 14 bbl/min) are
validated. The geometry and meshing was showed in Figure 3.1 and 3.2.
4.1.1.1 Injection flow rate of 8 bbl/min. To calculate the minimum transport
velocity by WASP equation (2-1) to check whether the injection rate of 8 bbl/min can
transport particle among three perforations. By calculated the minimum transport velocity
under the Newtonian flow condition, the result is 6.455 bbl/min which smaller than 8
bbl/min flow rate. It means that using the injection rate of 8 bbl/min is enough to
transport particle in the horizontal pipe and perforations. Individual flow rate was 2.67
bbl/min remained. Inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal for the
duration of the tests. The proppant distribution among three perforations can be seen in
Figure 4.1. With the flow rate of 8 bbl/min, compared the particle concentration in each
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perforation calculated by CFD analysis to the research paper of field experimental results,
the Figure 4.2 can be seen below.

Figure 4.1. Proppant distribution of 8 bbl/min injection rate

Figure 4.2. Comparison of proppant concentration of 8 bbl/min

4.1.1.2 Injection flow rate of 12 bbl/min. According to calculate the minimum
transport velocity of 6.455 bbl/min by WASP equation under Newtonian flow condition,
so using the injection rate of 12 bbl/min is enough to transport particle in the horizontal
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pipe and perforations. Individual flow rate was 4 bbl/min remained. Inlet proppant
concentration was still maintained at 1 lbm/gal for the duration of the tests. The proppant
distribute of 12 bbl/min among the three perforations can be seen in Figure 4.3. With the
flow rate of 12 bbl/min, compared the proppant concentration in each perforation
calculated by CFD to the research paper of field experimental results, the Figure 4.4 can
be seen below.

Figure 4.3. Proppant distribution of 12 bbl/min injection rate

Figure 4.4. Comparison of proppant concentration of 12 bbl/min
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4.1.1.3 Injection flow rate of 14 bbl/min. According to calculate the minimum
transport velocity of 6.455 bbl/min by WASP equation under Newtonian flow condition,
so using the injection rate of 14 bbl/min is enough to transport particle in the horizontal
pipe and perforations. Individual flow rate was 4.67 bbl/min remained. Inlet proppant
concentration was still maintained at 1 lbm/gal for the duration of the tests. The proppant
distribute of 14 bbl/min among the three perforations can be seen in Figure 4.5. With the
flow rate of 14 bbl/min, compared the particle concentration in each perforation
calculated by CFD to the research paper of field experimental results, the Figure 4.6 can
be seen below.

Figure 4.5. Particle distribution of 14 bbl/min injection rate
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Figure 4.6. Comparison of particle concentration of 14 bbl/min

4.1.2. Validation for Non-Newtonian Flow. The proppant distribution was
tracked among the three perforations, the particle entered into the flow from the injection
surface as “inlet”, and existed at three perforation outlets. For this Non-Newtonian flow
case, the fluid (linear gel) density changed to 2.61 kg/m3 and the proppant of 20/40
Ottawa sand of density of 2.65 kg/m3 were used. To set up the Non-Newtonian-PowerLaw viscosity model in the solver, which consistency index k of 0.0335lbf-secn-2/ft and
power law index of 0.29 were tested (Crespo et al. 2013) in this case.
The minimum transport velocity was calculated by WASP equation (2-1) to check
whether the injection rate of 8 bbl/min can transport particle among three perforations in
the fluid of 15 cp linear gel. According to calculate the minimum transport velocity under
the Non-Newtonian flow condition, the result is 2.381 bbl/min which smaller than 8
bbl/min flow rate. It means that using the injection rate of 8 bbl/min is enough to
transport particle among the perforations in the fluid of 15 cp linear gel. Individual flow
rate was 2.67 bbl/min remained. Inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal
for the duration of the tests. The proppant distribution among three perforations can be
seen in Figure 4.7. With the flow rate of 8 bbl/min, compared the proppant concentration
in each perforation calculated by CFD to the research paper of field experimental results,
the Figure 4.8 can be seen below in the fluid of 15 cp linear gel.
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Figure 4.7. Proppant distribution of 14bbl/min injection rate (15 cp linear gel)

Figure 4.8. Comparison of proppant concentration of 8 bbl/min (15 cp linear gel)

To compare the results of proppant distribution among the three perforations
between CFD analysis and field experimental data (Crespo et al. 2013), it can be found
that CFD simulation for the three groups of 20/40 Ottawa sand distributed in Newtonian
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flow with 12 bbl/min and 14 bbl/min, and 8 bbl/min in Non-Newtonian flow with 15cp
Linear gel are much better to match the experimental field results, although there were
differences in individual cases. But for 20/40 Ottawa sand distributed in Newtonian flow
at 8 bbl/min injection rate, it showed a higher concentration toward the first perforation.
That was attributed to most of large size proppant having significantly increased settling
in the water due to the flow rate is very close to the critical flow rate. Therefore, from the
comparison of CFD and research paper above, the CFD simulation results are valid.

4.2. ONE WAY COUPLING ANALYSIS
In this case analysis, six perforations per three clusters are assigned, and each
perforation with 0.42 in. diameter. Three types of phasing (60°,90°,180°) perforation with
different orientation are compared to study the proppant transportation and distribution in
the horizontal pipes and perforations. The details of geometries were showed in chapter
3.2. For this case, to keep individual flow rate per cluster was 2 bbl/min remained, and
the total mass flow injection rate is 36 bbl/min, which enough to transport particle in this
case models. The pressure drop of each perforation equation (2-2) was solved starting
with the assumption of discharge coefficient CD = 0.6, which used for the initial
perforations assumption. Inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal for the
duration of the tests. The fluid density of 1 kg/m3 and the proppant of 20/40 Ottawa sand
density of 2.65 kg/m3 were used.
The model set up a steady state Standard k-ԑ turbulence solver and standard wall
functions treatment in order to solve for the flow field characteristics. The residual values
of all variables solved are monitored during the iteration process with convergence
criteria for continuity and a momentum equation was used to solve flow and turbulence
with the mass balance error set to less than 1.0E-3. A Particle Reynolds number above
2300 was devised. Given the Particle Reynolds numbers calculated, the magnitude of
forces such as the Brownian force can be related with buoyancy, drag, and gravitational
forces. The volume fraction (based on the 0.025in diameter sand) was calculated to be on
the order of 10-4 indicating that the particle injection has very little measurable effect on
the flow. For this reason the particle tracking scheme used within the perforation system
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utilized a “one-way phase coupling” as was previously discussed. Since the turbulent
fluctuations in the flow for particles dispersion, a stochastic tracking function was used.
4.2.1. Analysis for 6 SPF 60⁰ Phasing Perforations
4.2.1.1 0 degree rotation about z axis. As the geometry of 60⁰ phasing without
degree rotation perforations pattern shown in Figure 3.3. To set up the individual flow
rate of 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet; inlet proppant concentration was maintained
at 1 lbm/gal for the duration of the tests. The serial number of perforations in each cluster
as Figure showed below, and the proppant transportation and distribution among the
perforations can be seen in Figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 60⁰ phasing without degree rotation

4.2.1.2 30 degree rotation about z axis. As Figure 3.4 shown, to rotate all
perforations 30 degree about z axis and keep 60⁰ phasing among the six perforations in
each cluster and the individual flow rate still keep 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet;
inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal. The proppant distribution
among the perforations can be seen in Figure 4.10.
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Figure 4.10. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 60⁰ phasing with 30 degree rotation

4.2.1.3 90 degree rotation about z axis. As Figure 3.5 shown, to rotate all
perforations 90 degree about z axis and keep 60⁰ phasing among the six perforations in
each cluster and the individual flow rate still keep 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet;
inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal. The proppant distribution
among the perforations can be seen in Figure 4.11.

Figure 4.11. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 60⁰ phasing with 90 degree rotation
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4.2.1.4 150 degree rotation about z axis. As Figure 3.6 shown, to rotate all
perforations 150 degree about z axis and keep 60⁰ phasing among the six perforations in
each cluster and the individual flow rate still keep 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet;
inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal. The proppant distribution
among the perforations can be seen in Figure 4.12.

Figure 4.12. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 60⁰ phasing with 150 degree rotation

4.2.1.5 180 degree rotation about z axis. As Figure 3.7 shown, to rotate all
perforations 180 degree about z axis and keep 60⁰ phasing among the six perforations in
each cluster and the individual flow rate still keep 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet;
inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal. proppant distribution among
the perforations can be seen in Figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.13. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 60⁰ phasing with 180 degree rotation

4.2.2. Analysis for 6 SPF 90⁰ Phasing Perforations
4.2.2.1 0 degree rotation about z axis. As the geometry of 90⁰ phasing without
degree rotation perforations pattern shown in Figure 3.8. To set up the individual flow
rate of 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet; inlet proppant concentration was maintained
at 1 lbm/gal for the duration of the tests. The proppant transportation and distribution
among the perforations can be seen in Figure 4.14.

Figure 4.14. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 90⁰ phasing without degree rotation
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4.2.2.2 45 degree rotation about z axis. As Figure 3.9 shown, to rotate all
perforations 45 degree about z axis and keep 90⁰ phasing among the six perforations in
each cluster and the individual flow rate still keep 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet;
inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal. The proppant distribution
among the perforations can be seen in Figure 4.15.

Figure 4.15. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 90⁰ phasing with 45 degree rotation

4.2.2.3 135 degree rotation about z axis. As Figure 3.10 shown, to rotate all
perforations 135 degree about z axis and keep 90⁰ phasing among the six perforations in
each cluster and the individual flow rate still keep 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet;
inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal. The proppant distribution
among the perforations can be seen in Figure 4.16.
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Figure 4.16. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 90⁰ phasing with 135 degree rotation

4.2.3. Analysis for 180⁰ Phasing Perforations
4.2.3.1 0 degree rotation about z axis. As the geometry of 180⁰ phasing without
degree rotation perforations pattern shown in Figure 3.11. To set up the individual flow
rate of 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet; inlet proppant concentration was maintained
at 1 lbm/gal for the duration of the tests. The proppant transportation and distribution
among the perforations can be seen in Figure 4.17.

Figure 4.17. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 180⁰ phasing without degree rotation
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4.2.3.2 45 degree rotation about z axis. As Figure 3.12 shown, to rotate all
perforations 45 degree about z axis and keep 180⁰ phasing among the six perforations in
each cluster and the individual flow rate still keep 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet;
inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal. The proppant distribution
among the perforations can be seen in Figure 4.18.

Figure 4.18. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 180⁰ phasing with 45 degree rotation

4.2.3.3 90 degree rotation about z axis. As Figure 3.13 shown, to rotate all
perforations 90 degree about z axis and keep 180⁰ phasing among the six perforations in
each cluster and the individual flow rate still keep 2 bbl/min at each perforation outlet;
inlet proppant concentration was maintained at 1 lbm/gal. The proppant distribution
among the perforations can be seen in Figure 4.19. However this case is not realized due
to the perforations parallel to the target formation.
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Figure 4.19. Proppant distribution in 6 SPF 180⁰ phasing with 90 degree rotation
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5. SIMULATION RESULTS

5.1. THREE CLUSTERS MODEL RESULTS.
The base case represents three types of phasing models, which includes 60⁰
phasing, 90⁰ phasing, and 60⁰ phasing. The proppant distribution and transportation has
shown in Chapter 4. To achieve the optimal perforation patterns, comparing the results of
even distribution among the perforations. Besides, compared the pressure drop per
perforation between CFD analysis and empirical equation (2-2).
5.1.1. 60⁰ Phasing. According to modeling for 60⁰ Phasing perforations as shown
in chapter 4.2.1, the CFD study comes out the results of proppant concentration in each
perforation for different perforation patterns below. SPF6-60⁰ phasing without rotation
about Z axis can be seen in Table 5.1. SPF6-60⁰ phasing with 30 degree rotation about Z
axis can be seen in Table 5.2. SPF6-60⁰ phasing with 90 degree rotation about Z axis can
be seen in Table 5.3. SPF6-60⁰ phasing with 150 degree rotation about Z axis can be seen
in Table5.4. SPF6-60⁰ phasing with 180 degree rotation about Z axis can be seen in Table
5.5.

Table 5.1. SPF6-60⁰ phasing without rotation of proppant distribution
Cluster 1
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
1-1
0.098
1-2
0.231
1-3
0.653
1-4
1.055
1-5
0.712
1-6
0.202

Cluster 2
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
2-1
0.083
2-2
0.148
2-3
0.548
2-4
1.678
2-5
0.921
2-6
0.169

Cluster 3
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
3-1
0.118
3-2
0.085
3-3
0.126
3-4
1.178
3-5
1.239
3-6
0.187
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Table 5.2. SPF6-60⁰ phasing with 30 degree rotation
NO. Perf
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cluster 1
Concen., lbm/gal
0.295
0.374
0.911
1.106
0.452
0.305

NO. Perf
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Cluster 2
Concen., lbm/gal
0.222
0.333
1.042
1.016
0.321
0.182

NO. Perf
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Cluster 3
Concen., lbm/gal
0.043
0.073
1.499
1.115
0.204
0.068

Table 5.3. SPF6-60⁰ phasing with 90 degree rotation
NO. Perf
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cluster 1
Concen., lbm/gal
0.491
1.022
1.055
0.326
0.217
0.135

NO. Perf
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Cluster 2
Concen., lbm/gal
0.351
1.124
0.846
0.312
0.110
0.155

NO. Perf
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Cluster 3
Concen., lbm/gal
0.260
0.957
0.531
0.137
0.527
0.718

Table 5.4. SPF6-60⁰ phasing with 150 degree rotation
NO. Perf
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cluster 1
Concen., lbm/gal
1.017
0.893
0.281
0.089
0.167
0.350

NO. Perf
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Cluster 2
Concen., lbm/gal
1.204
1.059
0.140
0.109
0.080
0.392

NO. Perf
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Cluster 3
Concen., lbm/gal
1.042
0.722
0.060
0.166
0.865
0.537

Table 5.5. SPF6-60⁰ phasing with 180 degree rotation
NO. Perf
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cluster 1
Concen., lbm/gal
1.081
1.092
0.209
0.127
0.306
0.954

NO. Perf
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Cluster 2
Concen., lbm/gal
1.328
0.318
0.125
0.170
0.129
0.683

NO. Perf
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Cluster 3
Concen., lbm/gal
1.575
0.140
0.113
0.180
0.229
0.303
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According to the proppant concentration distributed above, comparing the
perforations of even distribution below can be seen in Figure 5.1. To compare the
pressure drop in each perforation between CFD analysis and theory equation can be seen
in Figure 5.2.

Figure 5.1. Comparison of proppant concentration in each perforation for 60⁰ phasing

Figure 5.2. Comparison of pressure drop in each perforation between CFD and theory
equation in 60⁰ phasing

From the comparison of proppant distribution in five patterns of 60⁰ phasing
above, there are two optimal models showed more even than others, which are 90 degree
rotated and 150 degree rotated. And from pressure drop comparison, the results of CFD
analysis are nearly theory results.
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5.1.2. 90⁰ Phasing. According to modeling for 90⁰ Phasing perforations, the CFD
study comes out the results of proppant concentration in each perforation for different
perforation patterns below. 6 SPF 90⁰ phasing without rotation about Z axis can be seen
in Table 5.6. 6 SPF 90⁰ phasing with 45 degree rotation about Z axis can be seen in Table
5.7. 6 SPF 90⁰ phasing with 135 degree rotation about Z axis can be seen in Table 5.8.

Table 5.6. 6 SPF 90⁰ phasing without rotation about Z axis
NO. Perf
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cluster 1
Concen., lbm/gal
0.108
0.497
1.152
0.340
0.182
0.740

NO. Perf
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Cluster 2
Concen., lbm/gal
0.061
0.172
1.511
0.394
0.338
0.398

NO. Perf
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Cluster 3
Concen., lbm/gal
0.094
0.267
1.599
0.502
0.310
0.413

Table 5.7. 6 SPF 90⁰ phasing with 45 degree rotation about Z axis
NO. Perf
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cluster 1
Concen., lbm/gal
0.154
0.876
1.039
0.164
0.296
0.491

NO. Perf
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Cluster 2
Concen., lbm/gal
0.239
1.160
0.685
0.105
0.313
0.896

NO. Perf
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Cluster 3
Concen., lbm/gal
0.084
0.736
0.245
0.062
0.817
1.066

Table 5.8. 6 SPF 90⁰ phasing with 135 degree rotation about Z axis
NO. Perf
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cluster 1
Concen., lbm/gal
0.564
0.862
0.147
0.153
0.523
0.629

NO. Perf
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Cluster 2
Concen., lbm/gal
0.822
0.873
0.131
0.331
0.536
0.646

NO. Perf
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Cluster 3
Concen., lbm/gal
0.815
0.625
0.105
0.310
0.907
0.124
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According to the proppant concentration distributed above, comparing the
perforations of even distribution below can be seen in Figure 5.3. To compare the
pressure drop in each perforation between CFD analysis and theory equation can be seen
in Figure 5.4.

Figure 5.3. Comparison of proppant concentration in each perforation for 90⁰ phasing

Figure 5.4. Comparison of pressure drop in each perforation between CFD and theory
equation in 90⁰ phasing

From the comparison of proppant distribution in three patterns of 90⁰ phasing
above, there is one optimal models showed more even than others, which is 135 degree
rotated. And from pressure drop comparison, the results of CFD analysis are nearly and
below the theory results. The pressure drop comparison showed the CFD results lower
than theory results obviously (Figure 5.4).
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5.1.3. 180⁰ Phasing. According to modeling for 180⁰ phasing perforations, the
CFD study comes out the results of proppant concentration in each perforation for
different perforation patterns below. 6 SPF 180⁰ phasing without rotation about Z axis
can be seen in Table 5.9. 6 SPF 180⁰ phasing with 45 degree rotation about Z axis can be
seen in Table 5.10. 6 SPF 180⁰ phasing with 90 degree rotation about Z axis can be seen
in Table 5.11.

Table 5.9. 6 SPF 180⁰ phasing without rotation about Z axis
Cluster 1
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
1-1
0.235
1-2
1.224
1-3
0.289
1-4
1.099
1-5
0.310
1-6
0.814

Cluster 2
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
2-1
0.191
2-2
1.158
2-3
0.220
2-4
0.702
2-5
0.132
2-6
0.563

Cluster 3
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
3-1
0.387
3-2
0.635
3-3
0.182
3-4
0.543
3-5
0.459
3-6
0.661

Table 5.10. 6SPF 180⁰ phasing with 45 degree rotation about Z axis
Cluster 1
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
1-1
0.210
1-2
1.195
1-3
0.221
1-4
1.038
1-5
0.440
1-6
0.664

Cluster 2
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
2-1
0.218
2-2
0.848
2-3
0.200
2-4
0.718
2-5
0.084
2-6
0.666

Cluster 3
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
3-1
0.109
3-2
0.511
3-3
0.117
3-4
1.029
3-5
0.151
3-6
1.232

Table 5.11. 6 SPF 180⁰ phasing with 90 degree rotation about Z axis
Cluster 1
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
1-1
0.644
1-2
0.583
1-3
0.595
1-4
0.829
1-5
0.522
1-6
0.368

Cluster 2
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
2-1
0.395
2-2
0.615
2-3
0.364
2-4
0.266
2-5
0.467
2-6
0.729

Cluster 3
NO. Perf Concen., lbm/gal
3-1
0.293
3-2
0.458
3-3
0.224
3-4
0.885
3-5
0.709
3-6
0.707
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According to the proppant concentration distributed above, comparing the
perforations of even distribution below can be seen in Figure 5.5. To compare the
pressure drop in each perforation between CFD analysis and theory equation can be seen
in Figure 5.6.

Figure 5.5. Comparison of proppant concentration in each perforation for 180⁰ phasing

Figure 5.6. Comparison of pressure drop in each perforation between CFD and theory
equation in 180⁰ phasing

From the comparison of proppant distribution in three patterns of 180⁰ phasing
above, there is one optimal models showed more even than others, which is 90 degree
rotated, but the application is not reality. And from pressure drop comparison, the results
of CFD analysis are nearly and below the theory results.
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5.2. RESULTS FOR TWO-WAY COUPLING FOR OPTIMAL MODEL
Since the comparison of the proppant distribution in the different perforation
patterns, there are three optimal models, which are 6 SPF 60⁰ phasing with both of 90
degree rotated and 150 degree rotated, and 6 SPF 90⁰ phasing with 135 degree rotated.
Simulate these optimal models by “two-way phase coupling” method, and then compare
the results with that of “one-way phasing coupling” method.
Compare the results of proppant concentration in each perforation between “oneway phasing coupling” method and “two-way phase coupling” method in 60⁰ phasing.
The Table 5.12 and Table 5.13, and Figure 5.7 can be seen below.

Table 5.12. “Two way coupling” of proppant concentration in 90 degree rotation
NO. Perf
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cluster 1
Concen., lbm/gal
0.426
1.042
0.879
0.284
0.264
0.172

NO. Perf
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Cluster 2
Concen., lbm/gal
0.410
1.105
0.970
0.304
0.227
0.134

NO. Perf
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Cluster 3
Concen., lbm/gal
0.119
0.984
0.827
0.087
0.559
0.504

Table 5.13. “Two way coupling” of proppant concentration in 150 degree rotation
NO. Perf
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cluster 1
Concen., lbm/gal
0.840
1.055
0.300
0.076
0.210
0.470

NO. Perf
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Cluster 2
Concen., lbm/gal
1.302
0.939
0.175
0.133
0.119
0.279

NO. Perf
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Cluster 3
Concen., lbm/gal
1.042
0.416
0.086
0.126
0.853
0.712
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Figure 5.7. Comparison the results of proppant concentration in two patterns perforations
of 60⁰ phasing
Compare the results of proppant concentration in each perforation between “oneway phasing coupling” method and “two-way phase coupling” method in 90⁰ phasing.
The Table 5.14 and Figure 5.8 can be seen below.
Table 5.14. “Two way coupling” of proppant concentration in 135degree rotation.
NO. Perf
1-1
1-2
1-3
1-4
1-5
1-6

Cluster 1
Concen., lbm/gal
0.683
0.951
0.106
0.173
0.654
0.649

NO. Perf
2-1
2-2
2-3
2-4
2-5
2-6

Cluster 2
Concen., lbm/gal
0.848
0.823
0.302
0.185
0.571
0.759

NO. Perf
3-1
3-2
3-3
3-4
3-5
3-6

Cluster 3
Concen., lbm/gal
0.796
0.489
0.186
0.193
0.889
0.295

Figure 5.8. Comparison the results of proppant concentration in 60⁰ phasing with 135
degree rotated.
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According to comparison of the simulation results of two-way coupling and oneway coupling method, it can be found that the results of both methods are very near,
which means that the second phase (particle) has very litter effect on continuous phase
(fluid) since the proppants are very light and less compare to the fluid.

5.3. RESULTS OF DIFFERENT CLUSTER LENGTH MODELED
The comparison results of changing different cluster length for 60⁰ phasing with
90 degree rotated perforation, which geometry can be seen in Figure 3.13. To change the
cluster length from 2 times the wellbore diameter to 16 times the wellbore diameter,
observing the proppant concentration whether affected by cluster length. To choose the
case from the optimal models, then changed cluster length as 2 times, 4 times, 8 times
and 16 times diameter, and the proppant concentration distributed in the each perforation
can be seen in the following Figure 5.9.

Figure 5.9. Compare proppant distribution between different cluster lengths of 2 times, 4
times, 8 times and 16 times wellbore diameter (4 in)

From above Figure presented, it showed that the results were nearly to each other,
which means that there is no big influence on the proppant distribution when the cluster
length changed within certain limits, although it showed there were differences in
individual cases.
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6. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

CFD modeling of proppant distribution in plug-and-perf completion with different
perforation strategies, which modeling based on experimental work of Crespo (2013)
demonstrated that proppant does not distribute evenly among perforations within a single
fracture stage. By matching a CFD model to the experimental work (Crespo 2013) and
investigate the extended model by changing perforation phasing and cluster length, we
found that proppant distribution among perforations affected by pump rate, fluid rheology
and perforation design. Use CFD model to analysis the limited-entry perforation pressure
drops which consistent with those suggestions (Wutherich 2012) and analytical
calculation. But for the suggestion of 60º phasing is the best option for well productivity,
the CFD modeling studies may not provide optimum proppant distribution in this
fracturing treatment in this study.

6.1. CFD RESULTS VALIDATE FOR RESEARCH PAPER
The CFD simulate results compared the field experimental results of research
paper (Crespo et al. 2013). From the Figure 4.4 and 4.6 showed the simulation of water
and 20/40 Ottawa sand at 12 bbl/min and 14 bbl/min in Newtonian flow, respectively, it
showed that the proppant distribution match experimental field test data (Crespo 2013),
and in these cases proppant distributes more evenly, although there were differences in
individual cases. On the contrary, the CFD simulation of water and 20/40 Ottawa sand at
8 bbl/min in the Newtonian flow can be seen in Figure 4.2, it showed that a higher
concentration toward the 1st perforation which different from proppant distribution in
linear gel at the same flow rate . That was attributed to the flow rate was given nearly to
the minimum transport velocity, which lead to the most of large size proppant have
significantly increased settling in the water toward earlier perforation. Compare to the
water and proppant flow at 8 bbl/min simulation, the CFD simulation in Non-Newtonian
flow of 15 cp linear gel and 20/40 Ottawa sand at 8 bbl/min (Figure 4.8), which showed
that proppant distribute more evenly and tend to toward the toe of the well, since the
fluid viscosity showed an important contribution to proppant distribution.
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6.2. ONE WAY COUPLING
From the Figure 4.9, the 60⁰ phasing perforation without orientation about z axis,
which presents the first perforation of each cluster starts from shooting the top of
wellbore. The proppant concentration for this case has shown that the first perforation of
each cluster obtained very low concentration compared to the fourth perforation of each
cluster which shooting the bottom of wellbore with 0⁰ orientation. The reason was
attributed to the proppant higher density and moved with greater mass and momentum, it
is hardly to turn the corner and enter into perforation upright at the top of wellbore. For
the rest cases of 60⁰ phasing perforation, they have shown that the proppant concentration
is higher distributed at lower side which toward to bottom, which can be seen from Table
5.2 to 5.5. In all cases of 60⁰ phase perforation, they shown that the later perforations
received less pressure than earlier perforations (Figure 5.2) due to the pressure reduced
toward the later perforations, since the pressure friction was influenced by pumping rate,
decreasing flow rate in the later perforations also decrease the differential pressure
exerted through the perforations.
In the cases of 90⁰ phasing perforation, proppant distributed more evenly in
perforation patterns without upright perforations at the top or bottom of wellbore. In
addition, compared the 90⁰ phasing perforations with 45 degree rotation and 135 degree
rotation, it found that horizontally wellbore with higher side perforations toward the top
of wellbore at the earlier perforations were performed more unevenly distribution of
proppant. The proppant concentration results can be seen from Table 5.8 to 5.10.
In the cases of 180⁰ phasing, the comparison results of proppant concentration can
be seen in Figure 5.16, which showed that the 180⁰ phasing with 0 degree rotation and 45
degree rotation had similar results to each other. Besides, the 180⁰ phasing with 90
degree rotation had the most evenly proppant distribution, however, it is not realistic.
Compared all the cases of 60⁰ phasing, 90⁰ phasing, and 180⁰ phasing perforations, it
shown that the pressure drop of 90⁰ phasing and 180⁰ phasing perforations are commonly
lower than that of 60⁰ phasing perforations.
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6.3. TWO WAY COUPLING
With CFD simulated to the optimal models by two-way coupling method, such as
60⁰ phasing with both of 90 degree rotation and 150 degree rotation, and 90⁰ phasing
with 135 degree rotation. According to compare the simulation results of two-way
coupling and one-way coupling method, they showed that the results of both methods are
very nearly, which means that the second phase (particle) has little effect on continuous
phase (fluid) since the proppants are very light and less compare to the fluid.

6.4. CLUSTER LENGTH CHANGED
As shown in Figure 5.23, the results of proppant distribution in the specific
perforation of different cluster length are nearly. It means there is no big influence on the
proppant distribution among the perforations by changing cluster length in this CFD
modeling studies. In addition, the cluster length is dominated by the limited entry design
and primarily based on the number of perforations required to achieve the goal. A
number of lab tests to study the length of perforation cluster, they referred if the cluster
length reduce, the number of perforation is reduced with increasing the casing hole
diameter while maintaining sufficient penetration depth without increasing the friction
pressure drop.
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7. FUTURE WORK

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) simulations confirm the theoretical
expectation of proppant uneven distribution between different perforation clusters and
horizontal pipe in the perf-and-plug system treatments. However, this validation and the
use of advanced numerical simulations cannot easily applicable in real industries
operations and solve many produced issues every day. The future laboratory testing of
observation process of proppant distribution and transportation in perf-and-plug system
should be conducted for all of the perforation cases modeled in this study. The feasibility
of orienting perforations in plug-and-perf completions should be investigated. In addition,
parametric studies of different fluids and proppant concentrations should be considered
for testing the optimum perforation strategies identified by this work.
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